
NIGHT SKY WINS 3x 2018 LOVIE AWARDS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contact: Andy Weekes 
Email: Andy@iCandiApps.com  

LONDON, UK - NOVEMBER 16TH 2018. Night Sky, the world famous augmented 
reality app that enables users to identify stars, planets, constellations and satellites, 
has won 3 2018 Lovie Awards for ‘Best Use of Augmented Reality’, ‘Education’ and 
‘Peoples Voice Lovie Award in Best Use of Augmented Reality’.  

The Lovie Awards is the most prestigious, and the only, truly pan-European awards 
honouring online excellence. 

Andy Weekes, Founder and CEO of iCandi Apps, the company behind Night Sky 
accepted the awards at BFI Southbank in London with his 7 word speech:  

“Come together Earthlings, it’s now… Mars time!” 

“My 7 word speech at the Lovie’s, really zooms out and looks at a greater quest for 
humanity and for its ultimate survival, this is something Night Sky makes people 
think about every night!”  

He continued… 

“When I originally put together the first release of Night Sky in my tiny bedroom in 
my parents house back in 2011, I could never have imagined the journey this app 
would have led me on. I made 33 apps before Night Sky simply because I enjoyed 
making apps. It is this drive and passion that still remain and are the core elements 
of iCandi Apps today.  

Every single second, six people somewhere in the world launch Night Sky. It is a 
great honor for our entire team to be able to connect millions of people with the 
natural wonder of the Night Sky above, and we hope to continue to do this for many 
years to come.  

To receive not 1, but 3 2018 Lovie Awards, reinforces our commitment and belief 
that we are helping to connect millions of users with the sky above, and this is why 
we continue to work so hard at what we do.  

Follow your passion. It works!”  

 

 



Find The Lovie Awards Online    

Website: www.lovieawards.eu 
 

About The Lovie Awards  

The mission of The Lovie Awards is to recognise the unique and resonant 
nature of the European Internet community – from Europe’s top web and 
creative networks and content publishers, to cultural and political 
organisations and individual creators. 

The Lovie Awards is the most prestigious, and the only, truly pan-European 
awards honouring online excellence. 

Now in its eighth year, The Lovie Awards continues to celebrate the most resonant 
and pertinent stories in Europe, those inside and outside of the prevailing trends. 

 

Find Night Sky / iCandi Apps Online  

• For further details on Night Sky visit the iCandi Apps ® website at http:// 
iCandiApps.com    

• For further information or interview with Andy Weekes please contact 
Andy@iCandiApps.com    

• Free to use copy, images, logos, and further information can be found in the Night 
Sky Press Kit which can be downloaded here - 
http://www.icandiapps.com/icandiapps/press/    

About iCandi Apps / Night Sky  

iCandi Apps was founded in 2008 by Andy Weekes, after he was inspired by the 
introduction of the App Store by Steve Jobs. Andy went from being a school 
teacher in England to creating one of the most successful reference apps in the 
world. Having achieved number one ranking in numerous markets, Andy has seen 
success he couldn't have even dreamed of. Winning 3 2018 Lovie Awards is 
recognition that iCandi Apps continues to deliver some of the very best content the 
Internet has to offer almost a decade on from its creation.  

 

  


